
STARTING A FOOD PROCESSING RENTAL PROGRAM IS SIMPLE
ISO 22000 Certification: A Food Safety Standard 

Northern Uniform is proud to be the first uniform rental company in North America to 
successfully attain the ISO22000:2018 Food Safety Management System certification, 
proving our ability to control food safety hazards and implement systems throughout our 
operations that consistently provide safe garments for our food processing customers.

WASHED
Each item is washed at 
160 degrees farenheit in 

our open-pocket           
washers, machines             

that inherently avoid 
cross contamination that 

can occur with other 
designs. 

DISTRIBUTED
Carts are loaded in clean 
trucks and kept separate 
from the dirty garments. 
Your garments will arrive 
clean, sanitized and ready 

to go. 

PACKAGED
Garments are swabbed, then 

packaged and sealed in plastic. 
Garment packages are placed 
into sanitized carts and staged 

in for transport.

SANITIZED
Proper sanitization is        

guaranteed by automated 
alarm monitoring on               

formula steps and                 
computerized chemical 

injections as well as              
physical temperature              
and pH verification at           

regular intervals.

PICK - UP
Equipped with the right PPE, 
your trained Service Specialist 
picks up soiled garments, and 

carts them away for laundering 
at Northern’s facility, avoiding 

any opportunity for cross 
contamination. 

THOROUGHLY
DOCUMENTED

The entire process, from start to 
finish, follows our ISO procedures 

for dependable, documented 
consistency. Product integrity is 
confirmed and recorded at each 
step through a chain-of-custody 
document to ensure nothing has 

been compromised.

HERE’S HOW WE DO IT

We’re proud to say Northern Uniform is the only                     
uniform rental company in North America to achieve 
and maintain the ISO22000:2018 registration, and we 
strive to make sure this standard is upheld for all of          
our food processing customers. 

Let our experienced team handle your food processing 
uniform program and help your business thrive - 
GO NORTHERN and contact us today to get started!
 

NORTHERN ONTARIO OFFICE
2230 ALGONQUIN ROAD 
SUDBURY, ON P3E 4Z6
PH 705-522-7368  |  1-888-49NORTH (66784)

SOUTHERN ONTARIO OFFICE
45 REAGEN’S INDUSTRIAL PARKWAY 
BRADFORD, ON L3Z 0Z9
PH 1-888-41NORTH (66784)


